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Abstract—In this paper, the problem of joint active and passive
beamforming design for intelligent reflecting surface (IRS) aided
wideband dual-function radar and communication (DFRC) is
investigated. Specifically, we consider jointly designing the radar
receive filter, frequency-dependent beamforming matrices and
IRS phase shifts to maximize the average radar SINR and the
minimal communication SINR among all users, simultaneously.
However, the resulting problem comprises a maximin objective
function, constant modulus and power constraints, and is highly
nonconvex. To this end, within the alternating maximization
(AM) framework, an iterative method judiciously integrates the
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM), Riemannian
steepest descent (RSD) and Dinkelbach’s method to tackle the
problem. Numerical experiments demonstrate that the proposed
method for IRS-aided DFRC can achieve better performance for
both radar and communication compared with the No-IRS case.

Index Terms—Alternating maximization, Dual-function radar-
communications, intelligent reflecting surfaces, OFDM.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intelligent reflecting surface (IRS) which consists of many
low-cost reconfigurable elements with the ability to control the
phase of the impinging signal, draws great research interests
recently [1–3]. Due to the near passive property and low
cost, compared with the conventional relay scheme, IRS can
be massively deployed to improve the wireless propagation
without extra energy consumption [4, 5]. Leveraging on these
advantages, IRS shows immense potential to be integrated into
the wireless communications, MIMO radar and joint radar
communications (JRC) systems [6–11].

Noted that the next generation wireless communication
system is expected to provide the stable data transmission
and hence the better quality of service (QoS). Hence, in order
to reach the intelligent spectrum control, IRS is first deployed
in wireless communication system [12–16]. For example, in
[13], IRS is used to compensate the end-to-end path loss, i.e.
transmitter-IRS and IRS-receiver channels. Then, the transmit
power from the base station is minimized while guaranteeing
a minimum signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for
each user. To acquire the channel state information (CSI),
in [14], the authors decompose the channel into multiple
subchannels, each of which is then estimated via multi-round
pilot training. Utilizing the reconstructed CSI, both the active
and passive beamforming are well designed to maximize the
effective mutual information.

Besides, IRS can be also integrated into radar systems to
enhance the performance of detection and estimation [8, 9,

17–19]. In [8], compared with radar-only system, the IRS-aided
radar system can provide an additional echo from the target and
thereby improve the probability of detection. Then, in [17], to
improve the intensity of return signal, IRS is closely deployed
to the receive antennas of MIMO radar. Meanwhile, the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) can be maximized via devising the phase
shift of reflecting elements. In [19], the authors propose the
novel NLoS radar surveillance model with the assistance of a
single IRS. To further expand the coverage region, IRS should
be deployed in the suitable position to build the line-of-sight
(LoS) path between transmitter and receiver.

Recently, joint radar and communication (JRC) system which
can share both the hardward and spectrum resources has been
widely investigated [20, 21]. Meanwhile, due to the flexibility
of multi-beam control, IRS is also utilized in dual-function
radar communication (DFRC) to enhance the ability of sensing
and/or communications [10, 11, 22, 23]. For example, in [22],
the passive and active beamforming are jointly devised for the
IRS-aided DFRC to enhance the radar detection performance
while ensuring the single-user signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Then,
in [11], the multiple transmit beams of DFBS are aligned to
the target directions. Meanwhile, with the assistance of IRS,
the multi-user interference (MUI) is eliminated to guarantee
the quality of service (QoS). However, in this scheme, IRS
can be only used to improve the communication performance.
Notice that the above mentioned IRS-assisted DFRC systems
emit the narrow-band signals while limit the achievable rates.

Different from the previous schemes [22, 23], in this paper,
the focus lies on integrating IRS into wideband OFDM-DFRC
system in which both the LoS and NLoS path are considered.
Further, the work considers both radar and communication
metrics simultaneously. By jointly designing the radar receive
filter, active beamforming (i.e., transmit precoding matrix) and
passive beamforming (i.e., IRS phase-shift matrix), the radar
SINR and the minimal communication SINR are maximized.
The resulting optimization problem is solved by the alternating
maximization (AM) framework. Numerical results are provided
to illustrate the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed
design approach.

Notations: Vectors and matrices are denoted by lower case
boldface letter and upper case boldface letter, respectively.
(·)T , (·)∗ and (·)H denote denote the operations of transpose,
conjugate, and Hermitian transpose, respectively. IL denotes
the L× L identity matrix. Finally, ∥ · ∥2 and ∥ · ∥F represent
the ℓ2-norm and Frobenius-norm, respectively.



II. SIGNAL MODEL

Consider an IRS-assisted wideband OFDM-DFRC system
consisting of a Nt-antenna dual-function transmitter, a Nr-
antenna radar receiver and a single IRS comprising Nm

reflecting elements, and aiming to detect a target in presence
of Q clutters while simultaneously serving U single-antenna
downlink (DL) users. Herein, the transmitter and receiver are
composed by uniform linear array (ULA) and closely deployed
into the dual-function base station (DFBS). Meanwhile, we
consider both the direct and indirect links (i.e., LoS and
NLoS) for radar and communication. The transmit signal is
composed of OFDM symbols, having the symbol duration
△t and modulated to spread over K subcarriers. Denoting
the normalized transmit data symbol at the k-th subcarrier
as sk = [sk,1, · · · , sk,U ]T ∈ CU×1, where k = 1, · · · ,K
and E{sksHk } = IU . To overcome spatial wideband effect
known as beam squint [24], we utilize the frequency-dependent
digital beamforming Fk ∈ CNt×U to precode the data symbol
such that the signal Fksk ∈ CNt×1 is transmitted on the k-th
subcarrier. By utilizing the Nt K-point inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT), the transmit baseband signal can be given
by

x(t) =

K∑
k=1

Fkske
ȷ2πfkt, (1)

where t denotes the time instant, fk = (k − 1)△f denotes
the baseband frequency at the k-th subcarrier with △f being
the frequency step of OFDM signaling. To guarantee the
orthogonality of each subcarriers, the frequency step-size is
set as △f = 1/△t. On the other hand, for wideband DFRC,
the transmit power should meet the system requirement, i.e.,

∥Fk∥2F ≤ Pk, (2)

where Pk denotes the maximum power assigned to the k-th
subcarrier.

A. Radar Model

We denote the frequency-dependent steering vectors of dual-
function transmitter, radar receiver and m-th IRS, respectively,
as

at(θ, fk) = [1, e−jv(θ,fk), · · · , e−j(Nt−1)v(θ,fk)]T ,

ar(θ, fk) = [1, e−jv(θ,fk), · · · , e−j(Nr−1)v(θ,fk)]T ,

bm(θ, fk) = [1, e−jv(θ,fk), · · · , e−j(Nm−1)v(θ,fk)]T ,

where m = 1 · · · ,M and v(θ, fk) = 2π(fk + fc)(
d sin(θ)

c ).
After sampling the signal and applying K-point FFT, the radar
receive signal at the k-th subcarrier is given by

Y(fk) =AkFksk +Ek(Φ)Fksk

+ ÃkFksk + Ẽk(Φ)Fksk + nr(fk)
(3)

where Ak = α1a
H
r (θd,t, fk)a

H
t (θd,t, fk) denotes the target

response matrix for direct path (i.e., Tx- target-Rx) and
Ek(Φ) = EkΦGk + DkΦBk + DkΦWkΦGk denotes the
indirect path (i.e., Tx-IRS-target-Rx, Tx-target-IRS-Rx and

Tx-target-IRS-target-Rx), respectively, α1 is the corresponding
direct path gain, Gk, Wk, Dk, Bk and Ek denote the channel
matrix between Tx-IRS, IRS-IRS, IRS-Rx, Tx-target-IRS, IRS-
target-Rx, respectively, and Φ denotes the phase shift matrix
of IRS. Similarly, Ãk and Ẽk denote the clutter response
matrix for direct path and indirect path, respectively, wherein
the steering vectors and angles are omitted due to the limited
space1. Based on (3), we can define the average SINR of radar
over all subcarriers

SINRr =

∑K
k=1 |wH(Ak +Ek(Φ))Fksk|2∑K

k=1 |wH(Ãk + Ẽk(Φ))Fksk|2 +Kσ2
rw

Hw
,

(4)
where w the receive filter bank and σ2

r denotes the noise power
of radar at each subcarrier.

B. Communication Model

Denote the channel state information (CSI) matrix from
transmitter to all users at k-th subcarrier as Hk ∈ CU×Nt .
Notice that the CSI can be estimated and hence we assume
that it is known. The received baseband signal of all the user
can be expressed as

Yk(t) = HkFkske
ȷ2πfkt + H̃kΦGkFkske

ȷ2πfkt + nc,k(t).
(5)

Sampling the signal (5) of symbol duration and applying K-
point DFT, the receive signal of the u-th user at k-th subcarrier
is given by

Yu(fk) = hT
u,kfk,usk,u+[h̃T

u,kΦGkfk,usk,u

+
∑
i ̸=u

hT
u,kfk,isk,i +

∑
i ̸=u

h̃T
u,kΦGkfk,isk,i] + nk(u).

(6)

where h̃u,k ∈ CNm×1 denotes the channel between the u-th
user and IRS, fk,u denotes the u-th column of Fk and nk(u)
denotes the noise of u-th user. According to (6), the average
signal power of the u-th user over all K subcarriers can be
expressed as

Pu =

K∑
k=1

∥ (hT
u,k +

M∑
m=1

hT
u,m,kΦmGm,k)︸ ︷︷ ︸

zk,u(Φ)

FkΛu∥22, (7)

where Λu is the diagonal selection matrix with only the u-th
element being one and the rest being zero. Meanwhile, the
average power of multiuser interference (MUI) at the u-th user
is

PMUI =

K∑
k=1

∥zk,u(Φ)FkΛ̄u∥22, (8)

where Λ̄u is the diagonal matrix with only the u-th diagonal
element being zero and the rest being one. Then, the SINR at
the u-th users is directly given by

SINRu =

∑K
k=1 ∥zk,u(Φ)FkΛu∥22∑K

k=1 ∥zk,u(Φ)FkΛ̄u∥22 +Kσ2
c

, (9)

1Hereafter, all angles of arrival/departure are measured w.r.t the array
broadside direction and are positive when moving clockwise .



where σ2
c denotes the noise power of communication user

which is constant over all subcarriers.

C. Problem Formulation

In order to improve both the sensing and communication
performance, the radar SINR and the minimal communication
SINR among all users should be maximized simultaneously.
Mathematically, the optimization problem is formulated as

maximize
w,Φ,Fk

SINRr +min
u

{SINRu}

subject to ∥Fk∥2F ≤ Pk,∀k
|Φ(i, i)| = 1,∀i,

(10)

where Pk denotes the maximal transmit power at k-th subcarrier.
Then, problem (10) can be equivalently reformulated as

maximize
t,wp,Φm,Fk

SINRr + t

subject to SINRu ≥ t,∀u
∥Fk∥2F ≤ Pk,∀k
|Φ(i, i)| = 1,∀i,

(11)

where t denotes the auxiliary variable of communication SINR
threshold. Problem (11) which consists of fractional quartic
objective function, constant modulus and difference of convex
(DC) constraints, is highly nonconvex. To tackle problem (11),
an alternating maximization (AM) based approach will be
devised in the sequel.

III. OPTIMIZATION METHOD

Within the AM framework, at each iteration, we will solve
four subproblems of problem (11). For each subproblem, it
will be further solved iteratively.

1. Update of receive filter w
For the given transmit beamforming Fk and phase-shift Φ,

the subproblem w.r.t receive filter bank w can be expressed as

maximize
w

wHΥtw

wHΥcw +Kσ2
rw

Hw
, (12)

where

Υt =

K∑
k=1

(Ak +Ek(Φ))FkF
H
k (Ak +Ek(Φ))H ,

Υc =

K∑
k=1

(Ãk + Ẽk(Φ))FkF
H
k (Ãk + Ẽk(Φ))H .

(13)

Noted that problem (12) is different from the conventional the
minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) problem
due to the summation matrix Υt. Hence, we can not obtain
the close-form solution directly. Then, the Charnes-Cooper
transformation can be used to reformulate problem (12) as

minimize
w

wHΥ̃cw

subject to wHΥtw = 1
(14)

where Υ̃c = Υc+Kσ2
rI. It is seen that problem (14) consists of

the complex-valued homogeneous QCQP which is nonconvex

due to the quadratic equality constraint. Then, the semidefinite
relation (SDR) is used to reformulated it as

minimize
W

Tr(Υ̃cW)

subject to W ⪰ 0,

Tr(ΥtW) = 1.

(15)

Based on [25], the optimal solution W⋆ for problem (15) is
rank-1, and hence the SDR is tight. Therefore, a solution of
problem (14) can be obtained as: W⋆ = w⋆w⋆H .

2. Update of precoding matrices Fk

With the fixed t, wp and Φm, the corresponding optimization
problem can be written as

maximize
f∈CKNtU×1

fHΞtf

fHΞcf +Kσ2
rw

H
p wp

subject to ∥Vkf∥22 ≤ Pk,∀k,
fHRuf

fHR̄uf +Kσ2
c

≥ t,∀u,

(16)

where f = [vec(F1)
T
, · · · , vec(FK)

T
]T , Vk denotes the

selection matrix to extract k-th interval of f . Due to space
limitation, we omit the the detailed expression of semidefinite
matrices Ξt, Ξc, Ru and R̄u which can be directly derived
from (4) and (9). Noted that for the function f(x) = xHHx,
the following inequality is always satisfied

f(x) ≥ 2ℜ(xH
n Hx)− f(xn), (17)

where H is semidefinite Hermitian matrix, xn denotes the
current point and the equality holds if and only if x = xn.

Based on above inequality, we can linearize and reformulate
the objective function and constraint of problem (16) as

maximize
f

2ℜ(fH
n Ξtf)− fH

n Ξtfn
fHΞcf +Kσ2

rw
Hw

subject to ∥Vkf∥22 ≤ Pk,∀k,
ξfHR̄uf − 2ℜ(fH

n Ruf) ≤ const.,∀u

(18)

where const. = −ξKσ2
c −fH

n Rufn and fn denotes the value
in last iteration. Noticed that problem (18) can be tackled by
Dinkelbach’s algorithm according to the following Lemma.

Lemma 2: Let X be a convex set, f(x) be a non-negative
concave function over X , and g(x) be a convex function over
X . Then, the fractional programming (GFP) problem

maximize
x

f(x)

g(x)

subject to x ∈ X ,

(19)

can be solved via Dinkelbach’s algorithm [26].

3. Update of phase shift matrix Φ
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Figure 1. (a) Radar SINR versus number of iterations, (b) Communication SINR versus number of iterations, (c) Wideband transmit beampattern.

With the fixed t, w and Fk, the corresponding optimization
problem can be written as

maximize
ϕ

f̄(ϕ)

ḡ(ϕ)

subject to |ϕ(i)| = 1,∀i
qu + 2ℜ{ϕHqu}+ ϕHQuϕ

q̄u + 2ℜ{ϕH q̄u}+ ϕHQ̄uϕ+Kσ2
c

≥ ξ,∀u,

(20)

where ϕ = diag(Φ), f̄(ϕ) and ḡ(ϕ) are quartic over the
variable ϕ. Hence, the auxiliary variable ψ is introduced to
reformulate problem (19) as

maximize
ϕ,ψ

f̄(ϕ,ψ)− λ̄ḡ(ϕ,ψ)

subject to ϕ = ψ

|ϕ(i)| = 1, |ψ(i)| = 1,∀i
2ℜ(rHu ϕ) ≤ du,∀u,

(21)

where ru = (ξϕH
t (Q̄u − ηuI)+ ξq̄H

u −qH
u −ϕH

t Qu)
H , ηu is

the largest eigenvalue of Q̄u, du = ξ(q̄u +Kσ2
c − 2ηMNm +

ϕH
t Q̄uϕt)+ϕ

H
t Quϕt−qu, ϕt denotes the current point of ϕ,

f̄(ϕ,ψ) and ḡ(ϕ,ψ) are quadratic over ϕ and ψ, respectively.
Then, the augmented Lagrangian function of (21) is given by

L(ϕ,ψ,u,w, ρ) = f(ϕ,ψ, λ̄)− uH(ϕ−ψ)

− ρ

2
∥ϕ−ψ∥22 −

U∑
u=1

wu(2ℜ(rHu ϕ)− du),
(22)

where f(ϕ,ψ, λ̄) = f̄(ϕ,ψ) − λ̄ḡ(ϕ,ψ), ρ is the penalty
parameter, u and w ⪰ 0 denote the auxiliary variables. Based
on above, ADMM-based update formulas are given by

λ(t+1) =
f̄(ϕ)

ḡ(ϕ)
, (23a)

ϕ(t+1) = arg max
|ϕ|=1

L(λ(t+1),ϕ,ψ(t),u(t),v(t)), (23b)

ψ(t+1) = arg max
|ψ|=1

L(λ(t+1),ϕ(t+1),ψ,u(t),v(t)), (23c)

u(t+1) = u(t) + ρ1(ϕ
(t+1) −ψ(t+1)), (23d)

w(t+1)
u = Proj+(w

(t)
u − (2ℜ(rHu ϕ)− du)),∀u. (23e)

At each iteration of ADMM, the subproblems w.r.t phase-shift
ϕ and ψ can be solved by Riemannian steepest decent (RSD)
algorithm [16]. Due to the space limitation, the RSD algorithm
will be illustrated with details in the full version of this work.

4. Update of auxiliary variable t
For the given w, Fk and Φ, the problem with respect to t

is given by

maximize
t

t

subject to SINRu ≥ t,∀u.
(24)

We can update it by

t = max{tn, argmin
u

SINRu}, (25)

where tn denotes the value of t at the last iteration.

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Throughout the simulations, we assume both the DFBS and
radar receiver are equipped with the ULA with Nt = 10 and
Nr = 8 elements, respectively, and located at [0, 0] in Cartesian
plane. A single moving target is located at [0, 5000]. Two
clutters is from 15◦ and −25◦. We assume that IRS consists
of Nm = 30 reflecting elements is deployed at [2500, 2500] to
assist the DFRC system. The central frequency of the wideband
DFRC is 10 GHz and the subcarrier step-size is set as 20 MHz.
Meanwhile, we set K = 32 and U = 2, respectively. The
related element spacing for DFBS, radar receive and IRS are
set according to the highest frequency, i.e., d = c/2fmax. The
transmit power constraints at all subcarriers are set as identical,
i.e., P1 = · · · ,= PK = 10. The beamforming matrices Fk

and phase-shift matrices Φ are initialized with the diagonal
entries generated from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution. The
maximum iteration for both inner-loop and out-loop are set as
50 times.

Fig.1(a) shows the achievable radar SINR versus the number
of iterations. It is seen that the proposed algorithm converges
within around 10 iterations. IRS-aided radar-only system can
achieve the best performance due to the signal from both
transmitter and IRS are align to the target direction. Meanwhile,
comparing to the No-IRS DFRC, the proposed IRS-aided DFRC
can provide more than 10 dB extra gain for radar performance.



Fig.1(b) demonstrates the achieved mininal communication
SINR the number of iterations. Once again, the proposed
algorithm can be convergent within around 10 iterations with
respect to minimal communication SINR. Similarly, compared
with No-IRS case, IRS-aided DFRC is superior with about 2.5
dB enhancement for the minimal communication SINR.

Fig.1(c) shows the wideband transmit beampattern of the
dual-function transmitter. It is seen that the transmit energy is
almost totally focused on the direction of IRS. This is because
that we consider the higher gain for indirect link (i.e., IRS-
aided channel) compared with direct link. Hence, we conclude
that the proposed method can automatically align the transmit
beam to the direction target or IRS.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper, we consider utilizing IRS to assist the wideband
OFDM-DFRC system in which both the LoS and NLoS paths
from the DFBS to target/user are considered. To overcome
the spatial wideband effect, the frequency-dependent transmit
beamforming is devised. Specifically, we aim to design the
radar receive filter, transmit active beamforming and phase-
shift matrices (i.e., passive beamforming) to enhance the
radar SINR and the minimal communication SINR among all
users, simultaneously. Then, an alternating maximization (AM)
based algorithm is developed to tackle the resulting problem.
Simulation results shows that the proposed method can achieve
satisfactory performance both in radar and communication.
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